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Background

 Three temporary work agencies: Adecco, Manpower,
VediorBis;

 In 2005, they shared 70% of the market for temp work;

 Context: policy aimed at promoting low-skilled employment,
by reducing employer-paid payroll taxes on low wages;

 Concerted practices:
• collusion on price, on end-of-year rebates, and on pass-through of

payroll tax reductions;

• Infringement period: March 2003 – November 2004 (dawn raids).

 Decision (February 2009) – Total fines of 94 M€
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Market organization

 A reduction in employer-paid payroll taxes (i.e. labor costs
reduction) can be passed on to employers, through a price
reduction (K.W).
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Structure of demand

 Demand can be segmented into:

• Large customers:

 companies that need to hire many temps, of different
qualifications, and on several sites;

 they contract directly with head commercial division (1-3 years
contracts).

• Small customers:

 companies that occasionally need temps;

 they contract with local agencies.

 The three defendants shared approx. 90% of “large
customers” segment;

 Evidence of collusion mostly for large customers.
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Assessment of Damages

 Gains improperly made as a result of the infringement;

• “Consumer harm”: Defendants’ clients have paid more than
they should have;

 Employers did not resort to as many temps as they could have
otherwise => Shortfall in earnings by temps workers;

• “Supply-side” damages ;

 Indeed, policy of reducing employers’ cost of labor is an
instrument to tackle excess supply of low-skilled labor, by
stimulating demand of such labor;

• Any impediment is liable for causing damages to temp workers’
surplus.
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Evaluation of economic harm
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The benchmark situation

 The key element to any evaluation is to depict a benchmark
situation, i.e. the situation one would have observed had the
anticompetitive practices not taken place;

 In the present case, the infringement period covered 21
months, from March 2003 till November 2004;

• Could years before 2003 and after 2004 be used as “control
periods”?

 Coordination between temp work agencies mostly concerned
the segment of “large customers”;

• Could the segment of “small customers” serve as a control
group, depicting competitive outcomes?
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Evaluation of the overcharge

 Before – after method:
• Compares outcomes during the infringement period with outcomes

outside this period (before and/or after the alleged practice);

• Must control for other factors that may influence outcomes (costs, supply
and demand shocks).

 Difference-in-differences method:
• Compares outcomes dynamics in two markets: the market where the

infringement took place, and a distinct but similar market (control group);

• Requires that both markets experience similar shocks, and respond
similarly to them.
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Before – After method

 The model (economic study submitted by Adecco):

Kit (or Priceit) = + .Costit + dPractice + di + eit

where Cost = real total cost (wage + payroll tax, adjusted for inflation)

dPractice = 1 in 2003 and 2004, 0 otherwise,

di = individual fixed effects.

The dummy variable dPractice is supposed to capture the
infringement’s impact on prices.

 Result: 0.4% overcharge.
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Before-After Method (2)

 Alternative model:

Kit (or Priceit) = + 1.Wageit+ 2.Payroll tax it
+ d2001 +…+ d2006 + di + eit

 Dissociate wage and payroll tax effects:
• Wages affect prices directly, whereas payroll taxes effects may be less direct. Temp work

agencies do not decide wages, but decide the proportion of payroll tax reduction they
pass on to employers;

 “Unbundle” time effects and specify 2007 as reference:
• 2001-2002: No factual element to support assumption that collusion did not take place

before 2003;

• 2005-2006: Possible inertia period – Contracts concluded in 2003 and 2004 kept running
in 2005 and 2006;

2007 as the benchmark situation.

 Initial results not robust to this alternative specification;

 Result: Significant price increase in 2003 and 2004 (more than 1%).
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Difference-in-differences method

 The model submitted by VediorBis:
Markup rateit = a + b1.Wageit + b2.Payroll tax it+ b3.Tax Reductionit + 

b4. Pass-throughit + b5.Quantityit + dPractice + di + eit

where: i = a client and a required qualification,

dPractice = 1 if the contract was signed in 2003 or 2004 and the client
belongs to the “large customers” segment, 0 otherwise,

di = individual fixed effects.

 Underlying assumption:
Both segments react in similar ways to common exogenous shocks: Markup
rate variations in the control group (“small customers”) fully control for any
common shocks that cannot be captured by the other variables in the model.

 Results: Prices increased by 0.2% because of practices.
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Difference-in-Differences method (2)

 Control group (small customers) and treatment group (large customers) are
structurally different:

• More competitors for small customers than for large ones,

• Local competition for small customers vs. national competition for large ones,

• Small and large clients do not have similar bargaining power.

 Average margins, prices, volumes, contracts duration,…, and their dynamics,
are different in these two segments.
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Difference-in-Differences method (3)

 Alternative model:
Markup rateit = a + b1.Wageit + b2.Payroll taxit + b3.Tax Reductionit +

b4. Pass-through it+ d2003 + d2004 + d2005 + d2006 + di + eit

 Before – after method on large customers;

 Exclude quantity variable (endogenous);

 “Unbundle” time effects and because of possible inertia effect
in 2005 and 2006, sets 2007 as the benchmark situation

 Results: Significant price increase in 2003 and 2004 ([0.6% ,
0.9%]).
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Conclusion

 Critics to Before-After method: Omitted variables

• Time dummies may capture exogenous shocks, and thus overestimate the
impact of collusion (declining demand, increasing supply).

 In the present case, demand did not decline:

• Temporary work follows (even anticipates) GDP growth; GDP growth rate
increased from 1% in 2002 to 2.2% in 2007. Temp work volumes have followed
a similar trend;

• Decreasing trend of coefficients K or gross margin rates could not be explained
by demand contraction.

 Supply did not increase: unemployment rate decreased from 7.4% to 6.2%
between 2001 and 2006.

 Critics to D-i-D method: Control group structurally different from
treatment group.
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Conclusion (2)

 Overall, all methods concluded to a significant positive overcharge;

 In the decision, the Conseil offered an illustration of the order of
magnitude of economic harm, assuming:

• An overcharge of 0.5% (small),

• An elasticity of labor demand to cost: -0.5 (conservative);

 Economic literature estimates that demand for low-skilled labor is more
sensitive to cost (elasticity around -1, even -1.5).

=> Total defendants’ gains from infringement: 44 million €

=> Deadweight loss: negligible (0.06 M€)

=> Workers’ surplus loss: 20 million € (800 full-time job equivalent at
minimum wage)
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